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Basic questions guiding a commentary are: What exactly is narrated? In which order is information
presented to us? Why are we told matter in the way it is told? Which elements are foregrounded and why
are these choices made? How exactly are they foregrounded and why? Whose poetic voice do we listen to
at which point? Who is the focalizer in the narrative sections, i.e. through whose eyes do we see the plot?

⒈ Try to avoid writing a commentary line by line (if it is poetry) or passage by passage (if it is prose).

⒉ Begin by identifying the passage/poem and place it in the wider context of the literary work/literary
period/material and historical context. Keep this section short.

⒊ Briefly summarizing the content, draw the attention to main literary motifs/themes/ideas that are
represented/foregrounded in the passage before you begin discussing matters of language and style.
An elegant moving on to this next discussion section could be the analysis of a possible form-contents
relationship (e.g. you identify a battle-passage and refer to its marked use of alliteration of fricatives
(e.g. sh, st, sp) and plosives (e.g. p, t, k)). Doing so you have moved to the phonic level of the text).
N.B.: Make sure you do not overinterpret phonic or metrical features, as sound aesthetics can vary
between recipients.

⒋ Comment on the language and style of the passage. Dedicate about one third to this section. You
can do this in various ways:

⒜ By starting with a well-chosen quotation that reflects a prominent linguistic/stylistic/metrical
feature and allows for wider implications on style and/or contents;

⒝ By presenting a word-field dominating the passage (e.g. perception: see, behold, eye, hear,
brightness, shining etc.) that corresponds to a feature of the text (e.g. genre = dream vision);

⒞ By working from the phonic over the lexicological and morphological to the syntactic levels;
⒟ By working in the reverse order of that given in ⒞;
⒠ By working in any order of levels given in ⒞.

⒌ Summarize your observations attempting more general statements on tone and style and how they
may relate to the contents, ideology, authorial intention, guided reading or audience manipulation of
the passage/work.

⒍ Widen your perspective on the passage by linking the ideas analyzed with each other and with other
important passages in the work (or genre) or to the general framework of the work discussed.

⒎ Conclude with personal statements and a marked comment on how the text shows its unique qualities
in the passage set for commentary.
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